
Extended Behavior Networks for themagmaFreiburg Soccer TeamKlaus DorerCentre for Cognitive ScienceInstitute for Computer Science and Social ResearchAlbert-Ludwigs-University Freiburg, Germanyklaus@cognition.iig.uni-freiburg.deAbstract. In this paper we descibe the process of action control used bythe agents of the magmaFreiburg team. It is based on extended behaviornetworks, which add situation-dependent motivational inuence on theagent and extend original behavior networks to exploit information fromcontinuous domains. Advantages of the original networks, such as reac-tivity, planning capabilities, robustness, accountance for multiple goalsand its cheap and distributed calculations are maintained.1 Extended Behavior NetworksMaes [4{6] suggested a mechanism for action selection in dynamic and unpre-dictable domains based on so-called behavior networks.Although Maes' networks do work in continuous domains, they do not exploitthe additional information provided by continuous states. Similarly, though thereare mechanisms to distinguish di�erent types of goals in MASM, there are nomeans to support goals with a continuous truth state (like 'have stamina') tobecome increasingly demanding the less they are satis�ed.We propose an extended version of [5] and [3] that takes the step from discreteto continuous domains by introducing real-valued propositions. It also allowsfor advanced motivational control by situation-dependent goals. In [2] we haveshown that the extensions proposed showed signi�cantly higher success in theRoboCup domain [7].1.1 Behavior Network DescriptionBehavior networks consist of the goals of the agent, its capabilities representedby so-called competence modules and its perceptions [4].A goal of an extended behavior network is represented by the (static) impor-tance value of the goal, a goal condition which describes the situation in whichthe goal is satis�ed, and a relevance condition whose truth value represents the(dynamic) relevance of the goal.Relevance conditions are introduced to model di�erent types of goals. Main-tenance goals, i.e. the motivation to preserve a certain state (e.g. have stamina)



can be achieved by adding a relevance condition ('stamina low') that increasesthe relevance of a goal once stamina decreases. The more the current state di-verges from the goal state, the more urgent the goal becomes. Achievement goals,i.e. the motivation to reach a certain state, on the other hand, are more relevantthe closer the agent is to the goal. This can be realized by adding a relevancecondition (e.g. 'close to ball' to the goal 'have ball') whose truth value increaseswhen getting closer to the goal. Static importance and dynamic relevance arecombined by multiplication to calculate the utility of the goal.A competence module consists of the behavior, which is executed once themodule is selected for execution, a list of preconditions to determine the module'sexecutability, a list of e�ects and their expectation values expected to occurafter execution of this module and an activity value indicating the module'scontribution to reach goals.Perceptions are real-valued propositions representing the truth value of dif-ferent states of the environment and the agent. The truth value of a proposition'have stamina', for example, ranges from 0 (no stamina) to 1 (full stamina).Perceptions are used to calculate the executability of a competence module, therelevance of a goal and to control activation spreading (see following section).1.2 Activation SpreadingTo achieve goal-directed behavior, competence modules are connected in a net-work to receive activation from goals and other modules [4]. High activationimproves a module's probability of being executed.A competence module receives activation from a goal if it has an e�ect thatsatis�es the goal. Activation by goals is used to achieve goal-directed behaviorby preferring modules that satisfy one or more goals. A competence module canalso be inhibited by a goal if the module has an e�ect preventing the goal frombeing satis�ed. Inhibition is used to suppress behaviors with unwanted e�ects.If a module is not executable, it spreads activation to those modules that cansatisfy the false precondition. The unsatis�ed precondition becomes a subgoal ofthe network. The less the precondition is satis�ed, the more activation is spreadto other modules. A module can also be inhibited by other modules if they undoan already satis�ed precondition of it. For a more detailed description see [2].1.3 Behavior SelectionBehavior selection is done in a cycle containing the following steps [5]:1. Calculate the activation of each module as described above.2. Calculate the executability of each module as fuzzy-and of the preconditions3. Multiply activation and executability. If the highest product lies above thebehavior selection threshold, execute the corresponding behavior, reset thethreshold to its original value and go to 1.4. Otherwise reduce the threshold by a small amount and go to 1.



The multiplication of activation and executability results in a tradeo� be-tween the utility of a behavior and the probability of successful execution. Be-haviors with a high utility may be executed even if their executability, i.e. thelikelihood of being successful, is small. In contrast to the expectation values ofbehavior's e�ects, which are a measurement for the competence of the agent, ex-ecutability indicates the opportunity within the situation to perform a behavior.2 Agents of magmaFreiburgIn this section we describe how extended behavior networks are integrated intoour soccer agents.2.1 PerceptionEach time an agent receives a perception from the server, the information isentered into a local map containing the distances and directions of visible ob-jects. After self-localization, the global position and direction of the agent andall visible objects are inserted into a global map. Moveable objects like otherplayers and the ball are removed from the map after three seconds or if theyare not seen at the expected position. From the information in the global map,functional objects are calculated using indexical-functional aspects of the situ-ation [1]. This reduces the number of competence modules needed. E.g. thereis only one rule 'attack opponent at ball' instead of 'attack opponent1', 'attackopponent2', . . . needed when addressing objects absolutely.Finally, the agent calculates the truth values for the behavior network'sperception-propositions (e.g. 'near goal' is true 5m in front of the goal and false30m away with linear interpolation). Information on visible objects is taken fromthe local map, whose data is likely to be more accurate than that of the globalmap. Invisible objects are accounted for by the global map.2.2 ActionAction selection is done in three steps: First, the agent checks for any reex tobe executed. Reexes are actions that are always executed once their stimulus ispresent. For example, moving an agent to its home position after a goal has beenscored is modeled as a reex. Second, behaviors of a competence module mayconsist of several (up to three) primitive actions. If such an action chain has notbeen executed to completion, the next action in the chain is sent to the server.Action chains reduce the cost of calculation, but decrease reactivity. Third, if noreex and no other action has been executed, action selection is performed bythe behavior network (see Fig. 1) as described in section 1.3.Technically, behavior networks run in a dynamic link library, separated fromthe domain dependent C++ code. They are speci�ed by ASCII-�les containingthe goals and behavior rules for the goalie, defensive and o�ensive agents. Per-ception and action methods are implemented as callback methods passed fromthe agent class to the behavior network.
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